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 Periodic Assessment Test 
 

 

Std: 7    English Medium September-2021 
Time: 1 hour English Marks: 25 
             

L.O. Comprehends and understands the reading material and answers the 
questions. 
 

 

Q-1 Read the following passage and answer the following questions. 
 

(5) 

                We move things by pushing them or by pulling them. Heavy things 
are hard to move. Sometimes when we want to move things we push 
them. When we push things, we move them away from us. Wheels make it 
easier to push heavy thing. Engines help to push big and heavy things. 
Sometimes when we want to move things we pull them. When we pull 
things, we move them towards us. Wheels made it easier to pull heavy 
things. A cart has wheels. The wheels make it easier to pull the cart. 
Engines help to pull big and heavy things. Trucks have engines and wheels. 
 
Answer the following questions. 
 

1. How do we move the things? 
2. When we push things, we move them away from us. 

 a. True              b. False 
3. What makes it easier to push heavy things? 
4. What happens when we pull things? 
5. _________ helps to pull big and heavy things. 

a. Computer        b. Engine       c. Television 
 

 

L.O. Understands games, activities, educational visits, conversations, project 
works etc. 
 

 

Q-2 Solve the riddles with the help of given clues the answer of the riddles 
must rhyme with the word given in the box. 
 

AIR 

(5) 

   
 Example- A question word. Where (air-where) 
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1) The opposite of here.                  ____________ 
2) A type of fruit.                              ____________ 
3) A place to walk up or down.      ____________ 
4) A shape with four equal sides.  ____________ 
5) A forest animal.                            ____________ 

 
L.O. Uses practical grammar like pronunciation, punctuation, noun, verb, 

adverb, and syllable. 
 

 

Q-3 Tick the correct option to replace the explanation in the brackets. 
 

(5) 

 1) My son says he will (stop) ___________ telling lies. 
(a) give over        (b) give up              (c) give in 

2) The doctor advised him to (reduce) __________ his working hours. 
(a) cut down        (b) cut on               (c) cut up 

3)  He (mentioned) ___________ the benefits of daily exercise. 
(a) pointed out    (b) pointed on      (c) pointed of 

4)  I could hardly (understand) _________ everything he said. 
(a) take in             (b) take out           (c) take forward 

5) They (rejected) __________ my offer of help. 
(a) turned out      (b) turned off        (c) turned down 
 

 

L.O. Uses time-table, bill, receipt, minutes and wrapper for information.  
Q-4 Observe the given below advertisement carefully and answer the 

following questions.  
(5) 
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1) What is the advertisement about? 
2) What is the price for 500g of Rasagulla? 
3) Who paid for this advertisement?  
4) How much Rasagulla you will get If you pay Rs.185? 

5) Write down any one name of your favourite sweet. 
 
 

L.O. Describes and writes about the picture. 
 

 

Q-5 Observe the picture carefully and answer the following questions.   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
1) Write names of the different things you have observed in the 

picture. 
2) How many children are there in the park? 
3) What is the boy doing sitting on the tree? 
4) Make one-one sentence about the picture by using the words given 

below. 
swing,  football,  boys,  girls 

 
(1) 
 
(1) 
(1) 
 
(2) 

 


